THREAD/YARN DETAIL SHEET

Invoice: ___________________ PO: _______________ Item: _______________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Detailed description of item: ______________________________________________

List percentage, by weight, of all components (do not include packaging materials) and list whether each component is filament or staple (Example: Nylon – 10% - Staple):
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

How is the thread/yarn offered for sale? (Select one)
On cards _____ Reels _____ Tubes _____ In balls _____ Hanks _____ Skeins _____

Weight, in grams, of each unit (card, reel, tube, ball, hank or skein) of thread/yarn including any support: _________________________________________________

What is the weight of 1 meter of the thread/yarn, in grams? ____________________
Decitex: _________________________

How is thread/yarn spun? (Select one)
Single _____ Plied _____ Cabled _____

(Complete the following sections only if applicable)

A. SEWING THREAD

- Is the thread dressed for use as sewing thread? (“Dressed” means given a finishing treatment that is designed to facilitate the use of textile yarn as a sewing thread. Such treatment involves the use of substances based on silicones, starch, wax, paraffin, etc.) YES _____ NO _____
- Final twist (select one): “S” twist ______ or “Z” twist ______
B. SPECIAL YARNS:
Choose one of the following:
- Gimped yarn _____
- Chenille yarn _____
- Loop wale yarn _____
- Rubber thread or cord that is covered with textile _____
- High tenacity yarn that is impregnated or coated _____
- Metal coated or laminated manmade filament or strip that is ungimped and twisted less than 5 turns per meter _____
- Contains any elastomeric filaments _____

C. SILK (Complete this section if thread/yarn contains 50% or more silk by weight):
- Spun from silk waste? YES _____ NO _____

D. WOOL:
- What is the average fiber diameter (in microns)? __________
- Is it dyed or printed? YES _____ NO _____
- Is it cut into lengths of less than 8 cm? YES _____ NO _____

E. FINE ANIMAL HAIR (“Fine animal hair” means the hair of alpaca, llama, vicuna, camel, yak, Angora, Tibetan, Kashmir or similar goats (but not common goats) rabbit (including Angora rabbit), hare beaver, nutria or muskrat):
- What animal is the hair obtained from? __________________________________

F. COURSE ANIMAL HAIR (“Course animal hair” means the hair of horses, and animals not mentioned in the “Fine Animal Hair”):
- What animal is the hair obtained from? __________________________________

G. VEGETABLE TEXTILE FIBERS (“Vegetable textile fibers” include flax, jute, paper, coir, true hemp, other textile bast fibers, etc.):
- If Coir, how many plies? __________________________________

(NOTE: If thread/yarn is NOT put up for retail sale, additional information may be required)